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Towards Sustainability:
The Need to Transform Khadi Sector by Easing Archaic
Legislations

‘Khadi’ derived from the word ‘Khaddar’ refers to handspun and handwoven
fabric produced in the regions of India, Bangladesh and Pakistan. The art of
Khadi is ancient and has been around for more than a millenia in the Indian
subcontinent. Known for its comfort, rugged texture and its distinct ability to
keep the wearer warm in Winters and cool in Summers, Khadi is sought after
by many in India and worldwide.Khadi’s two-step fabrication process sets it
apart from other textiles. It involves converting the fiber into yarn using tools
like spinning wheels (Charkha) and then weaving the yarn into fabric using
handlooms.

Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC), a statutory body established
and functioning under the Ministry of Small and Medium Enterprises(MSME)
is responsible for the planning, promotion, facilitation and organisation of
programs for the development of Khadi and other village industries in rural
areas. The sector enjoys unbridled support from the Government of India.
However, the Khadi sector in India is governed by archaic regulations that
have disempowered local communities and their economic freedom for
decades. These regulations deter many players, especially those outside the
KVIC-purview, in producing and conducting transactions in e-marketplaces
that could connect them to worldwide consumers. To date, KVIC has sent
legal notices to more than 1000 firms that attempted to sell Khadi products
without affixing the Khadi mark. According to the Khadi Mark Regulations
(KMR) of 2013, no textile can be sold or otherwise traded by any person or
institution as Khadi or Khadi product in any form if the Khadi mark tag
issued by KVIC is missing. This restricts the scope of trade to a few approved
entities, thereby creating recognisable barriers to enter the market for Khadi.
These sets of regulations restrict the weavers/producers from accessing the
global market. There is a need to go global and revive Khadi for its
sustainable fashion, by leveraging the potential offered by rural India. 

Challenges faced by stakeholders

Working within the framework of KVIC requires navigating through a web of
cumbersome regulations. KVIC affiliated retailers/wholesalers/
manufacturers are regulated via the KMR, 2013 which provides for conditions
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applicable to sale of textiles under the name ‘Khadi’. This includes mandatory
use of the Khadi mark and the various preconditions associated with its
usage. These regulations cause several businesses to drop out of the KVIC
affiliation. Those who continue to work within its fold bear the brunt of
tedious processes which hinder efficiency, productivity and independence.

The lack of competition from private players, who face barriers to enter the
sector, impedes product innovation and use of new marketing techniques
for sale of Khadi, particularly through the increasingly popular e-commerce
channel. These online channels have the advantage of providing higher
exposure to Khadi products in the marketplace and attract buyers from both
B2B and B2C categories. All stakeholders within and beyond the purview of
KVIC are suffering the consequences of this stifling regulatory environment.

The practices are in essence contradictory to the spirit of the institution of
KVIC and its functions which aim to promote Khadi as the fabric of India..
Many independent sellers have been forced out of the market and off
e-commerce platforms which have the potential of popularising Khadi on a
large scale. In a market setting where consumers are increasingly gravitating
towards online shopping and eco-friendly products, Khadi products have an
opportunity to thrive if the KVIC framework relaxes its grip on the sector and
its stakeholders.

Unlock Khadi

Revisiting legal provisions to create uniformity in processes for Khadi
Institutions and new entrants to the sector

- The certification process described in Chapter V (Clause 20 (a)) of the
KMR requires accredited agencies to perform an on-site verification of
hand-spinning and hand-weaving process. This provision, when read in
conjunction with chapter VI (9) of KMR (which mandates the Khadi
mark certification process for private entities while exempting the
same for KVIC certified institutions (KIs)), is riddled with ambiguity and1

goes against the spirit of competition in the sector. It is also inexplicit
whether the certification process for the Khadi certificate and the
Khadi mark certificate is uniform.

- Khadi is defined as any handspun and handwoven cloth. However,
there are inconsistencies in the understanding of the usage of
mechanized equipment in producing khadi. While the KVIC Act makes

1 Certified khadi institutions are khadi institutions that are enlisted with the Commission or a KVIB for technical and
financial support and are issued a valid khadi certificate
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an allowance for research in the use of electric power in producing
Khadi, the KMR , 2013 prohibits the use of electricity directly or
indirectly in plying the traditional charkha, traditional and improved
loom.

- The provision on the prohibition of the use of electricity in the Khadi
Mark Regulations, 2013 specifies this in the following cases: (i) plying
traditional charkhas (ii) plying traditional or improved looms. However,
the legislation does not define the terms “traditional” or “improved”.
This is particularly important to understand as there are various kinds
of charkhas and looms in use in the market presently.

Regulate Not Restrict

Easing restrictive provisions to facilitate operations of khadi businesses

- There are various restrictions imposed by KVIC with regard to
procurement of raw materials. For instance, all Departmental Central
Sliver Plants (CSPs) are required to procure raw cotton only from the
Cotton Corporation of India(CCI). To procure from the open market
they have to produce a certificate/quotation from CCI acknowledging
non availability of cotton. Moreover, all Khadi institutions working on
New Model Charkhas (NMCs) are required to procure sliver/roving from
Departmental CSPs only. Such compliances seriously harm the ease of
doing business in the Khadi sector.

- According to KVIC, private Khadi businesses are required to buy Khadi
only from government cleared Khadi Institutions.

Local to Global

Promoting use of e-commerce channels for the sale of Khadi products

- KVIC was established as a statutory body to overlook regulation of the
Khadi sector. However, over the years the provisions of the primary
legislation - the KVIC Act, 1956 have been interpreted in an expansive
manner. Such factors have stymied serious participation in the
sustainable fashion industry and have contributed to the lack of
presence of Khadi in the e-commerce landscape. Promoting the sale
of Khadi products online is interlinked with easing many restrictive
provisions existing in the legislation. Due to the lack of initiatives to
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encourage entry into the e-commerce space many Khadi sellers
affiliated to KVIC operate only in the offline market. If steps are taken to
ease KVIC’s tight grip on the sector, the stakeholders, especially
artisans in the sector will benefit from extending their services to the
open  market and realise better wages.
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